
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS for
SEAT RAINCOVERS
Parts # R907, R908, R910, R911, R913, R915, R919

R907- Fits Saddlemen Roadsofa for Honda GL1500 with or without
driver backrest. (Fits stock GL1500 seat but will be loose)

R908- Fits Saddlemen Roadsofa for Honda GL1800 with or without
driver backrest.  (Fits stock GL1800 seat but will be loose)

R910 - Fits the following:
H-D FLSTS and all Touring Seats w/o rider backrest
Kawasaki Vulcan 2000
Honda VTX 1300/1800S/N/R/Retro; VT750 Aero
Suzuki C90/C50/Intruder LC

R911 - Fits H-D Solo seats (except FLSTS)

R913 - Fits all H-D touring seats with rider backrest

R915 - Fits the following:
All H-D two-up seats (except FLSTS and Softail seats with rider backrest)
Honda VTX 1300/1800C,
VLX Shadow, 
VT750 Spirit; 
Suzuki M50

R919 - Fits all H-D touring seats w/o rider backrest

WARNING! Do not ride the motorcycle with raincover in place. The slippery surface can create an unsafe condition and
cause loss of control of your motorcycle, causing injury and possible death. You must remove the raincover before operat-
ing motorcycle. 

1) Some raincovers fold into their own carrying pouch with a drawstring. All others come with a separate carry bag.

2) R907 and R908 include extra pieces that may not be used if

there is no driver backrest and duplicate (extra) covers to fit multiple

years (variations) of passenger backrest covers. 

3) The HD comes with a passenger backrest cover that will not be needed if your bike is not fitted with a rear trunk. The extra rain
cover is not intended to fit the sissy bar mounted passenger pad.

4) The rubber logo on the 1500/1800 touring covers has a slit in it, but the cover

underneath does not. Please carefully cut through this rubber logo area only if your bike has a rider backrest and you will use the sep-
arate backrest raincover.

5) The fit of the R907/R908 (GL1500/1800) requires the plastic tabs be fit under the edges of the seat to keep it tight. The large plas-
tic panel fits behind the rear seat lip. 

CAUTION: Be careful to avoid scratching your paint during this operation. 

6) Other than the exceptions above, all raincovers fit over your seat by pulling the elastic edges down the sides of your seat, and
tucking the edges under the seat. "FRONT" is printed on the front of the raincover for your convenience. 
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